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Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is an 
autosomal dominant multisystem neurocu-
taneous syndrome, genetic disease charac-
terized by the presence of hamartomatous 
lesions in multiple organs (skin, brain, heart, 
kidneys, liver, and lungs)1. Cortical tubers, 
subependymal nodules and subependymal 
giant cell astrocytoma are the characteristic 
intracranial lesions of TSC1. However, the 
full triad occurs in only 29% of patients1,2. 

The majority of patients with TSC have ep-
ilepsy, although the mechanisms underly-
ing epileptogenesis remain unknown. Tu-
bers are traditionally thought to be sta-
ble lesions that result from abnormal cor-
ticogenesis in early fetal development. 

Herein we report a 52-year-old woman 
without family history of neurofibromato-
sis type 2, with subependymal nodules, gi-
ant cell astrocytoma and infiltrating tran-
sitional meningioma.

Case 
52-year-old female, had mental distur-

bances history. She presented pain on the 
right gluteus, which made it impossible to 
walk; provoking several falls and left pari-
etal-occipital oppressive cephalea and verti-
go three years ago. After, she presented ton-
ic-clonic convulsive generalized crises and 
progressive visual disturbances and vague 
speech arrests. During the physical explo-
ration: she presented left eye exhibiting en-
dotropy, left facial paralysis, hypoacusia, 
hemibody hemiparesia and cerebellar signs. 

The MRI imagines presented an en-

hancement dependent on the left pars 
petrosous that extended to the pontocer-
ebellar angle; it was isointense on T1 and 
hyperintense on T2, reinforced homoge-
neously with gadolinium (Fig 1). Partial 
exeresis through a left petrosectomy and 
subtemporal approach was performed. 
During the surgery she presented bleed-
ing, stroke and died 2 days after.

A complete autopsy was performed. 
The encephalon weight was of 1300 
gr, on brain basal face observed a tu-
mor in left temporal lobe (Figs 2A and 
2B). On coronal cuts, the wall of the 
lateral ventricle showed bad delimit-
ed off-white zone, that was correspond-
ed a small giant cell astrocytoma (Fig 
2C). The rest of the organs were normal. 

Histologically the tumor was formed 
by meningothelial cells and numerous con-
centric, onion bulb structures, with lobular 
and fascicular arrangements (Fig 3A) and 
infiltrated the pituitary gland (Figs 3B and 
3C) and temporal bone (Fig 3D). 

The normal cortical architecture was 
replaced by displaced neurons and gli-
al cells (Fig 4A). The neurons displayed 
abnormal shapes and orientation, they 
contain variable amount of Nissl sub-
stance and occasionally neurofibrillary 
tangles (Fig 4B), and also dense fibrillary 
and bizarre astrocytes were observed (Fig 
4C). Subependymal ventricular nodules 
showed atypical gliosis (Fig 4D) and large, 
giant, pleomorphsm and bizarrely astro-
cytes (Figs 4E and 4F), that was diagnosed 
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as subependymal giant cell astrocytoma. It was GFAP 
and NSE immunoreactions positive and also white mat-
ter heterotopias were observed. The rest of the autopsy 
was normal.

DisCussion
Tuberous sclerosis is a multisystem disorder charac-

terised by the formation of hamartomas in various parts 
of the body. We present a patient who presented three 
characteristic lesions of this rare disease: such as, corti-
cal tubers, subependymal nodules, subependymal giant 

cell astrocytomas1-3, and meningioma, that not this con-
sidered like part of this disease, which was peculiar to this 
case. The association of the three lesions suggests a pos-
sible common connective-tissue defect.

Neurofibromatosis type 1 and 2 and tuberous sclerosis 
very seldom occur together but is common in meningio-
ma association. There is immense variability in the clin-
ical presentation of tuberous sclerosis and many incom-
plete forms (formes frustes) exist1-3. The presence of men-
ingiomas and skin melanomas in glioma families may in-
dicate a novel association as a cancer susceptibility trait4. 
Irving RM et al.5, reported the first case of a tuberous 
sclerosis patient with a maxillary antral meningioma. 

Malformations of cortical development are classified 
on the basis of imaging features and stages of cortical 
development5. Those are grouped by abnormal glial and 
neuronal proliferation, migration and cortical organiza-
tion. Non-neoplastic forms include focal cortical dyspla-
sia and tuberous sclerosis, resemblance to astrocytes and 
ganglion cells, its histogenesis remains controversial6,7.

Gliomas of the CNS associated with tuberous sclero-
sis have been well documented6-8. This occurrence sug-
gests that neoplasms arising from hematoma and may 
behave differently from those CNS tumors that arise ap-
parently de novo6.

Subependymal giant cell astrocytomas are slowly 
growing tumors corresponding to WHO grade I6-7, ac-
counted for 0.16% of intracranial tumors and 0.51% of all 
gliomas reported and shows varied histology consisting of 
sweeping bundles of spindle cells, gemistocyte and gan-
glion-like cells with interspersed inflammatory cell com-
ponent6. Immunoreactivity for GFAP, NF, S-100, NSE and 
synaptophysin indicates that this is a hybrid tumor with 
glial and neuronal differentiation6,7. Although giant cell 
astrocytoma may develop from these subependymal nod-
ules, tumor formation is very rare in the cortical nodules7. 

Fig 1. [A] MRI-scan, sagittal images in T1. They showed an image 
with tumoral aspect and irregular edges at the left sinus cavernous. 
[B] Axial images in T2,  mild edema at the peritumoral white matter 
was observed. [C] Axial MRI- scan in FLAIR sequence showed per-
itumoral edema, along with the tumoral mass effect that moves 
and compresses the fourth ventricle. [D] Axial MRI-scan in TI post 
gadolinium. 

Fig 2. Gross aspect of encephalon [A] Basal surface observed a tumor in left temporal lobe; it was soft, haemor-
rhagic and necrotic. [B] On coronal cut off-white tumor was observed, it was apparently encapsulated, that it cor-
responded a meningioma, which compressed normal cerebral structures and [C] On coronal cut observed on the 
wall of the lateral ventricle a bad delimited off-white zone, that was corresponded a small giant cell astrocytoma. 
The arrow showed the astrocitoma.
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Fig 3. Histological features of meningioma: [A] Tumor was formed by numerous, concentric, onion bulb structures 
(H&Ex400). Tumor infiltrated pituitary gland (H&Ex400). [B] Close up of adenohypophysis showed vascular perme-
ation of meningothelial cells (H&EX400). [C] Neurohypophysis showed meningioma infiltration (H&E x400). [D] Os-
seous diffuse infiltrate of meningioma (H&E x200).

Fig 4. Histological findings [A] The normal cortical architecture is replaced by dysplasic neurons and glial cells 
(H&Ex20). [B and C] Cortical neurons display abnormal shapes and orientation, the astrocytes are bizarre (H&Ex40).
[D] subependymal ventricular nodules showed fibrillar and atypical astrocytes (H&Ex200). [E] These astrocytes are 
large often bizarrely gigantic and many form clusters (H&Ex400), and [F] Close up of bizarre and giant cell astro-
cytes (H&Ex400).
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However, fibrillary astrocytoma may be originating from 
a cortical tuber3.

We favored the hypothesis of the simultaneous occur-
rence of the two tumors rather than a common pathway 
giving rise to two tumor entities, or may be we have to 
differentiate it from a cerebral collision tumor in which 
a convexity meningioma was invaded by astrocytoma4,5. 
We present a second case report about this rare associa-
tion without neurofibromatosis stigmata. 
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